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The History Of Online Poker

Other types of online gambling sites were launched before the first online poker room. Online

sports books were introduced in the mid 1990’s which was also the time of online casinos

sprouting up around the web.

It wasn’t until 1998 that the first online poker forum was launched. Planet Poker,

which has since become a relatively small poker room, enjoyed the status as the sole online

poker forum for a short period of time. Other online sites entered the fray soon after. Paradise

Poker was launched in 1999 and would soon become the industry leader.

Today, there are many, many sites to choose from. A search for the most popular sites for

online poker show over 1,000 matches, and a Google search gives over 50 million matches for

references to online poker sites.

The major sites include Poker Stars, Party Poker, Full Tilt Poker, Pacific Poker,

and Bodog Poker. Many offer the chance to play with “fake money” or real money. You can

accumulate points at some sites that can be redeemed for merchandise bearing the site’s

name.

Another feature with most sites includes the offer of bonus cash with a real money

deposit. Often, you can receive a code that matches the amount of your deposit up to a certain

amount. For example, make a $50 real money deposit into your Party Poker account and you

will receive $50 free making your total bankroll $100.

It’s a matter of personal preference as to which site is best. We will remain

objective in this book and will not be able to tell you which site to go to. Each one has its

distinct features that appeal to the everyday player.

Online venues may be more vulnerable to certain types of fraud, especially collusion

between players. However, they also have collusion detection abilities that do not exist in brick

and mortar casinos. For example, online poker room security employees can look at the "hand

history" of the cards previously played by any player on the site, making patterns of behavior

easier to detect than in a casino where colluding players can simply fold their hands without

anyone ever knowing the strength of their holding. Online poker rooms also sometimes check

player's IP addresses in order to prevent players at the same household or at known open proxy

servers from playing on the same tables
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Poker 101

Following is the ranking of general poker hands from highest to lowest.

1. Royal Straight Flush - 10-J-Q-K-A, all of the same suit.

2. Straight Flush - five cards, of the same suit, in order, such as 2-3-4-5-6 all of diamonds.

3. Four of a Kind - four of the same card, such as K-A-A-A-A.

4. Full House - a set of three of a kind plus a pair, such as 8-8-Q-Q-Q.

5. Flush - five cards of the same suit

6. Straight - five running cards not necessarily of the same suit, such as 6-7-8-9-10

7. Three of a Kind - three cards of the same value, such as 10-10-10

8. Two Pair – four cards with two of the same value and the other two of the same value,

such as 8-8 and A-A

9. One Pair – two cards of the same value, such as 2-2

10. High Card – any one card with the highest value

Slang for specific hands:

A-A – American Airlines, bullets, pocket rockets

A-K – Big Slick, “Walking back to Houston”

A-J -- Ajax

K-K – Cowboys

K-Q – Marriage

K-J – Kojak

K-9 -- Canine

Q-Q – Dames, divas, ladies, the Hilton sisters

Q-J – Maverick, Oedipus Rex

Q-7 -- Computer Hand

J-J – Jokers, hooks

J-5 – Jackson Five, Motown

10-5 – Five and dime

10-2 –Doyle Brunson

8-8 – Snowmen, Octopuses
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7-7 – Hockey Sticks, walking Sticks

7-2 – The Hammer

5-5 – Nickels, presto

5-4 – Jesse James (for his Colt .45)

4-4 - Sailboats

2-2 – Ducks

Poker Vocabulary

Ace-High

A five-card hand that has no hand combinations (flush, straight, pair etc), but contains one Ace.

All-in

When you bet all your money on a hand, either voluntarily in the belief that you have the

strongest hand, or because do not have enough money to cover the full amount bet by

someone else. You then contend for the pot in an amount proportional to what you contributed.
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Playing Texas Hold'em

Hold 'em is probably the best known and most popular form of poker today.

Each player starts with two hole cards. There are three rounds of community cards. These are

dealt face up, for every player to use, with betting after each round. Players make the best 5-

card hand using any combination of the five community cards and two hole cards.

Each new hand begins with a small blind, a big blind, and a round of betting. The betting rules

vary depending upon whether the game is Limit, Pot Limit or No Limit.

Once the first round of betting is complete, the dealer then puts out the first three community

cards, or "the flop". There is a round of betting. The dealer then puts out the fourth community

card or "the turn". There is a round of betting. The dealer then puts out the fifth community card

or "the river". There is a final round of betting. After the last round of betting, the pot is awarded

to the best hand.

All Hold 'em games include a small blind and big blind. These are forced bets, and are

determined by the position of the button. These bets are considered live, and every player in the

hand must either call the big blind, raise, or fold. The button moves clockwise around the table,

giving each player a turn being the button, small blind, and big blind.

In Limit Hold 'em, each betting round has a fixed bet. In $5/$10, the small blind is $2.50, the big

blind is $5, and the first two rounds of betting are in increments of $5. The last two rounds of

betting are in increments of $10. There is a maximum of three re-raises per betting round.

In Pot Limit, a player can bet any amount from the minimum bet to the size of the pot. In a

$5/$10 pot-limit game, the small blind is $5 and the big blind is $10. The first player can call the

big blind (in this case, $10), or raise to any amount up to the size of the pot. A raise must either

equal or exceed the previous bet or raise. In this case, a pot-sized raise would be $25 ($5 small

blind + $10 big blind + $10 call), meaning that, in total, player three can bet up $35. Supposing

player three makes a pot-sized raise, the total pot is now $50.
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If the next player wants into the hand, they must call $35, which is the size of player three's bet.

If they want to raise the maximum, they would bet $120, which equals the size of the pot ($50)

plus a $70 raise ($35 call + $35 raise).

In No Limit, a player can bet any amount from the minimum bet to the maximum number of

chips they have in front of them. As in pot limit, a $5/$10 No Limit game means blinds of $5 and

$10.

Here are some general guidelines for pocket cards. They are not steadfast, but can give you

something to go by. Of course, the (S) means suited.
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Pot Odds And Outs

Probability and odds are huge factors in Texas hold 'em. Players use odds to determine their

actions. The chances of finishing a flush or a straight, the probability of getting an over card, the

percentage of times you're going to flop a set to match your pocket pair are all important factors

in poker. Knowledge of these statistics is a key to winning. In online games especially with very

few (if any) tells, statistical knowledge becomes the main factor when choosing whether to bet,

call, or fold.

Pot odds decisions are one of poker's most elementary, yet it is one of the most common

mistakes made by amateur players at all levels. You will most likely always find a player who is

making bad pot odd decisions or ignoring them entirely, meanwhile paying off the rest of the

table!

In Texas Hold 'Em, you commonly use outs and pot odds the most. This is also the starting

point for those who want to learn about poker odds. To those out there who "ain't good at

countin' much", you better get good because that is how it's done. Outs are defined as a card in

the deck that helps you make your hand. At this point it's only simple division.

The numerator (top number) will be the number of outs you have. The denominator (bottom

number) is the number of cards left that we haven't seen. The result will be the percentage

chance of making one of those outs. Therefore, the most math you'll be doing will be dividing

small numbers by 50 (pre-flop), 47 (after the flop), or 46 (after the turn)

Pot odds are as easy as computing outs. You compare your outs or your chance of winning to

the size of the pot. If your chance of winning is significantly better than the ratio of the pot size to

a bet, then you have good pot odds. If it's lower, then you have bad pot odds.

For example, say you are in a $5/$10 hold em game with Jack-Ten facing one opponent on the

turn. You have an outside straight draw with a board of 2-5-9-Q, and only the river card left to

make it. Any 8 or any King will finish this straight for you, so you have 8 outs (four 8's and 4 K's

left in the deck) and 46 unseen cards left. 8/46 is almost the same as a 1 in 6 chance of making

it. Your sole opponent bets $10. If you take a $10 bet you could win $200. $200/$10 is 20, so
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you stand to make 20x more if you call. 1/6 higher than 1/20, so pot odds say that calling

wouldn't be a bad idea.

The next step is to use bet odds and implied odds. That's tougher, because it involves

predicting reactions of other players. With bet odds, you try to factor in how many people are

going to call a raise. With implied odds, you're thinking about reactions for the rest of the game.

One last example on implied odds...

Say it's another $5/$10 hold em game and you have a four flush on the flop. Your neighbor

bets, and everyone else folds. The pot is $50 at this point. First you figure out your chance of

hitting your flush on the turn, and it comes out to about 19.1% (about 1 in 5). You have to call

this $5 bet versus a $50 pot, so that's a 10x payout. 1/5 is higher than 1/10, so bet odds are

okay, but you must consider that this guy's going to bet into you on the turn and river also.

That's the $5 plus two more $10 bets. So now you’re facing $25 more till the end of the hand.
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Playing The River

The River Card. Showdown. It’s time to see who is taking down the chips, and who is drowning

in the river. River play is fairly simple. If you have the best hand either by strength of good

cards early, or luck of the draw on the river, now is your final chance to get a few more chips

from your opponents.

Some “classy” players will check here, even though they know they have the top hand, and thus

save their opponents a few dollars to put back in their wallet. Unless it’s a long time friend, I

would advise taking his wallet, emptying it of its contents and then stuffing the wallet down his

throat. There are winners and there are losers in poker. If you are looking for “courtesy play”,

then play with family. The world of poker is like Jack London's icy wastelands where only the

strong survive.

The only real advice we can give on river play is to almost never fold. If you have been playing

good cards up to this point in the hand, then you at least have a shot at holding the winning

cards. By now the pot is large enough that it also makes good money sense to stay in.

Unless you did not complete a pure draw hand, call any bets. Don't get the reputation as

someone who can be bluffed off the river. If this happens, you'll just face more and more bluff

bets on the river. On the other hand, if you get the reputation as someone who can't be bluffed,

then no one in their right mind will attempt it.

The only other times you should consider folding is when an extremely conservative player who

never bluffs has been calling towards a draw hand the entire hand and now it looks like he has

hit his card. Or when there are two or more players who start betting and raising on the river,

you can be sure that at least one of them holds the goods. You can make a case for folding

here.

Pot odds dictate that you bet or call on the river, unless you are practically positive you are beat.
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The Untapped Benefits Of Gambling

Why gamble and why don't?

Most people are unhappy about being labeled as gamblers since the disgrace would forever

harass them. People have several reasons regarding the sport of gambling. Few gamble for fun,

some to forget problems, another few to just pass the time. There are people who gamble

seriously and there are others who are simply addicted to gambling.

Gambling is not all that downbeat, if you realize that there certain untapped benefits from

gambling which are not very visible and are beyond the race track or the walls of casino or even

bingo social hall.

Employment

The employment ratio attributed to the existence of casinos in Las Vegas is around 60 percent.

One would not be able to perceive the situation if the casinos suddenly stopped functioning.

Entertainment

Gambling is no doubt the essence of entertainment provided people limit themselves and

sprinkle discipline within them. Some people are too optimistic about recovering all their lost

cards in the next game and hence continue the game. These constitute hardly a quarter of the

gambling population who are not responsible enough and get into indecent gambling.

However there is the other 75 percent of population who gamble responsibly. They are those

who know the entertainment value of gambling and never get into opinions where they are

blinded to make huge money the very first time they hit the card!

It is a sad fact that only a very minor portion of gamblers realize how destructive gambling can

ever get. It is true that friends, families, jobs, properties, crime etc saturate the destruction

brought by gambling when there is no application of self discipline.
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Charity Work

The winnings coming from gambling tricks and activities have donated the much required

financial resource for every worthy cause. Lotteries and Bingos are being utilized in many cases

in a way that every win contributes a percentage of jackpot reward to various charity institutions.

At times celebrities manifest their competence in different games such as the card game of

poker in a way that the audience is entertained and the winnings go towards the charitable

organizations they represent.

Health benefits

Studies have revealed that population which is 65 years or older who gamble have considerably

fewer reports of health issues be it depression, alcoholism or bankruptcy. They find gambling

very therapeutic as in a way it keeps them alert by exercising their mind.

Retiree gamblers are most often recreational gamblers who value the entertainment quotient of

gambling. It was concluded that they stay healthy because they begin by being healthy and not

because of gambling.

To conclude, it is not just the act of gambling that develops as harmful or beneficial to any

individual. It is but the resolution of the individual which would help him rule excessive gambling

rather than excessive gambling ruling up on him.
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Know Which Form Of Gambling Is For You

Gambling goes on for various reasons since its evolution. The most fundamental purpose for

people to gamble is for entertainment. It is more like a chance-game which entails whatsoever is

at stake, most often being money. Betting or gambling started around 2300 B.C., leaving

artifacts like dices in and around India, Egypt, China and Rome. In a very recent survey, around

63 percent of American population feel legalized gambling is not junk and around another 22

percent of people would want the betting trend to be further expanded. Be it dice, roulettes or

computer mouse, you can essentially decide what exactly suits you the best. Following choices

would help you to decide the best.

Casino Games

Casino Games are those betting games which are usually played within Casinos. One can win

straight through it with apt tactic and positive mathematical probability approach. Few examples

are cited below:

1) Poker

Poker is one of the most often played casino game. A Persian Game by name "al nas" was

supposed to be the originating game for today's Poker. A deck of cards is used in poker for

several rounds of betting. If you manifest the best hand, you win the pot. This would also say

that skill and strategy is mandatory in poker winnings.

2) Online Casino

Online Casino games are those played over the internet; virtual casino games. Though the rules

match the original Casino Games, players could either be computer generated or actual ones.

3) Slot machines

Slot Machines are betting machines that use a coin to spin a reel-set which is generally towed

by a lever. You need to achieve alike patterns to get through this game.
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4) Roulette

In 1942, a French mathematician by name Blaise Pascal came up with this betting game of

Roulettes. Here a small ball would hit a number and that is what you bet upon.

Fixed-odds gambling

In such types of betting, you would have to bet on precise outcome of any particular event such

as motor racing, horse racing, baseball, ice hockey, jai alai etc.

Sports betting

Sports betting are a boom factor within the gambling industry, although it is illegal in quite many

countries. Here the bets depend upon the number of points in the sport like football or baseball.

Most commonly bets in such cases are either against odds, against the spread and against the

combination of odds and spread.

Arbitrage betting

This is often termed as 'gambling involving no risk'. In Arbitrage betting, the concept is more like

betting on a specific result but by means of varied betting groups. As this is more like an

investment procedure, a huge sum of money is involved when compared to gambling in generic

ways.

Always ensure you think of gambling more like your pastime rather than considering it as a

spring for money. Ascertain to set aside a spending limit before engaging in any forms of

gambling. It should always remain in moderation and should never hinder your priorities in life.
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All About Free Online Poker

From amateurs to pros, everyone can play poker at the card player poker. There's a something

for everyone in it, and the best deal about it is that it’s absolutely free. All that is required to play

this game is just a subscription, and that's it. What's more is that you can win prizes for playing

the game and winning against opponents from all over the world. Registrants are eligible to win

a lot of prizes apart from participation gifts, and have the unique opportunity of winning

repeatedly if they develop their skills. Amateurs can select the level they want to play, and after

a few sessions can upgrade their skills to the next level. Once you get the hang of the game,

there is no stopping you. Unlimited gaming time is probably the most important tag-line of card

player poker. You can continue playing till you are drop dead tired, and still you wouldn't want to

stop playing the game.

Not all other websites offer such privileges, such as free playing, unlimited playing time and

guaranteed prizes for the winner. One such offer is the regular scheme which is priced at

3000$; this is a meager amount to pay for unlimited playing time and winning expensive gifts for

just participation. Signing up for playing online poker is just as easy as the decision you've

made. All you have to do is enter your name and email id in the newsletter. For those who wish

to experience the adrenaline rush again, online poker can be played for a second time. There

are no limits to the number of times a person can register. And definitely there is no limiting

enjoyment a player derives from playing the poker game. Poker has been satisfying the

adrenaline thirst of millions since the early 1900's, and is still on top of the ladder. Owing to its

adaptability over the ages with the increasing number of players, poker has become a favorite

even with the younger generation.

After entering your name and email id in the newsletter, you will be directed to the last and final

instruction. The final step in the registration process is selecting the card which appears at the

top of the dropdown menu. This step is mainly for security purpose, and after the card has been

chosen, the form can be sent by clicking the submit button. After a positive confirmation from

the site, there is no barrier between you and the poker game. As it has been stated earlier, a

person can enroll for any number of times especially in cases when an email id that was used

for registration has become dysfunctional. A new id can be created and the player can register

in the same website and start playing again.
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